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LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, March

17, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Adverty

AB (publ), the leading in-game

advertising specialist, adds more than

150 games from  Roblox into its

growing portfolio of in-play advertising

options for distribution in the US, the

Nordics  and selected in Latin America

markets. 

Adverty today announces an exclusive

partnership with gaming and esports

entertainment company  Super League

Gaming to sell unobtrusive,

contextually relevant ads inside Roblox.

As well as taking  on exclusive rights in

the Nordics, Adverty has also acquired

rights to work with Super League in the

US and Latin America. 

The new deal adds Super League’s

robust inventory of over 150 games in

the Roblox metaverse - one  of the

world’s most popular gaming

destinations with over 200 million

monthly players - to Adverty’s  portfolio

of in-play ads. 

The news follows Super League’s

acquisition of Bloxbiz, the dynamic ad platform designed  specifically for metaverse

environments. Both developments further strengthen the monetisation and  delivery of

unobtrusive and organic brand advertising to burgeoning gaming communities, at a time  when

these platforms are playing a central role in the burgeoning Metaverse. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://adverty.com


“Engagement on platforms such as Roblox is critical for brands seeking to engage with many of

the  world’s younger audiences - as brands such as Gucci and Disney have already recognised,”

says  Thorbjorn Warin, Chief Supply Officer at Adverty. “We are delighted to be present in the

most superior  and largest dynamic in-game ad platform in Roblox as it becomes increasingly

clear that in-game  advertising will play a critical role in the Metaverse. With unparalleled

advertising reach of over 60  million players every month, herein lies enormous - and largely

untapped - potential for native,  contextual brand advertising.” 

Thorbjorn adds: “Ad offerings in the Metaverse will eventually be seen as no different than

banner ads  on traditional websites, or indeed ads in the physical world. Roblox is the ideal

location for many  brands to build presence and integrate assets into pre-existing experiences,

or to build dedicated  worlds within the platform. What’s more, in-game advertising enables

marketers to quantify the  impact of their advertising and to prove impact.” 

“Brands globally now have immediate access via premier partners like Adverty, to all of Super

League’ s kidSAFE metaverse inventory at their fingertips,” said Mike Wann, Chief Strategy Officer

of Super  League. “In each of these regions and more, advertisers can connect with a highly

desired audience  of millions of passionate gamers. Whether through dynamic in-game ad units,

custom metaverse  integrations, immersive branded experiences, or live and social gameplay

content from audience favorite creators, we’re committed to providing end-to-end metaverse

marketing solutions on a global  scale.”  

This news catches a huge wave of interest in gaming and the wider Metaverse. As we embark on

the  next phase of the internet and forward-thinking brands such as Nike, Adidas and Prada

begin to  invest in virtual worlds, the possibilities for brands to maximize their creativity and add

value to their  audiences are endless. With growing numbers of brands seeking to leverage in-

game executions, In Play advertising offers seamless, unobtrusive brand messaging to engaged

and often hard-to-reach  audiences. 

About Super League Gaming 

Super League Gaming (Nasdaq: SLGG) builds and operates networks of games, monetization

tools  and content channels across metaverse gaming platforms that empower developers,

energize  players, and entertain fans. The company’s solutions provide incomparable access to

an audience  consisting of players in the largest global metaverse environments, fans of

hundreds of thousands of  gaming influencers, and viewers of gameplay content across major

social media and digital video  platforms. Fueled by proprietary and patented technology

systems, the company’s platform includes  access to vibrant in-game communities, a leading

metaverse advertising platform, a network of highly  viewed channels and original shows on

Instagram, TikTok, Snap, YouTube, and Twitch, cloud-based  livestream production tools, and an

award-winning esports invitational tournament series.  Super  League’s properties deliver

powerful opportunities for brands and advertisers to achieve impactful  insights and marketing

outcomes with gamers of all ages. 



For more information, go to superleague. com. 

For further information, please contact: 

Anders Rössel, CFO 

Phone: +46 70 867 00 20 

E-mail: ar@adverty.com 

About Adverty 

Adverty, the leading in-game advertising platform, delivers seamless In-Play™ and In-Menu™ ads

to  connect brands and people through its revolutionary and patented technology built for

games. The  platform offers true in-game ad inventory at scale and allows content creators to

monetise the  complete experience with unobtrusive, easy-to-integrate, immersive ads. Founded

in 2016, Adverty has  offices in Stockholm, London, New York, Madrid, Helsinki, Istanbul and Lviv

and works with advertisers,  agencies and developers to unlock audiences and gaming revenue

streams. More information at www. adverty.com. 

This information is information that Adverty AB is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU

Market  Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of

the contact  persons set out above, at 2022-03-17 08:55 CET. 
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